Optimal Design of a Switched Reluctance Motor with Magnetically Disconnected Rotor Modules using a Design of Experiments-Differential Evolution FEA based Method
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Switched reluctance (SR) machines are attractive because they present relatively high efficiency and torque density in spite of lacking permanent magnets. This paper focuses on a two-objective optimization of an external rotor switched reluctance motor with a stator that has concentrated coils and a rotor with magnetically isolated modules. The objectives are minimum loss and mass, and eleven independent dimensionless geometric variables are considered as inputs that affect them. A combined design of experiments (DOE) and differential evolution (DE) approach is proposed. The DOE methodology is used to reduce the search space by eliminating from consideration input variable values leading to poor-performing designs. Following this initial DOE study, an optimization study based on DE is run over the reduced search space, which leads to significant savings in computation time. Furthermore, a directed graph based method for comparing different designs on the Pareto front to rank the best compromise designs is proposed.

Index Terms—Switched reluctance motor, multi-objective optimization, design of experiments, differential evolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Switched reluctance (SR) motors employing rotors with magnetically disconnected modules or segmental rotors are shown to have higher specific torque and efficiency. These machines have a stator with wide main and narrow auxiliary stator teeth (Fig. 1 (a)). Only the main teeth are wound with concentrated coils, as seen in the prototype in Fig. 1 (b)). The auxiliary teeth serve as return paths for the flux. The isolated rotor modules are mounted in a non-magnetic stainless steel frame which has high resistivity (Fig. 1 (c)). Larger specific torque and efficiency, in comparison with conventional SR motors, are obtained because of the shorter flux paths [1], [2]. Flux paths in the aligned and unaligned positions are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The shorter flux paths result in an increased difference between aligned and unaligned flux linkages when compared with a conventional SR motor of the same dimensions. The torque is directly proportional to this difference; hence, segmental rotor SR motors have higher torque per ampere as compared with conventional SR motors.

This paper reports on optimal design studies for an external rotor segmental rotor SR motor designed for in-wheel electric vehicles [2]. In this low speed application, most of the losses tend to occur in the copper, leading to reduced efficiency. A higher number of rotor modules can be employed to mitigate this skewed loss distribution. High polarity SR motors have smaller flux-per-pole and consequently rotor and stator core and tooth volumes. This increases the slot area available to the coils, and thus, larger conductor cross-sectional area, leading to smaller resistance and loss, or alternatively, a higher number of ampere-turns resulting in increased specific torque output, can be used, as demonstrated in [3], [4]. The studied machine has 26 rotor modules and 12 stator teeth as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).

II. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The aim of this work is to develop an optimized design of a segmental rotor SR motor. The loss, including copper and core loss, and active mass, are to be minimized. These objectives are functions of the machine's geometrical parameters, and in this context, eleven dimensionless independent variables, which are inputs in the optimization study, are identified and listed in Table I. A model of the machine which accepts dimensional geometric variables as inputs is developed in ANSYS/Maxwell which is employed for the finite element (FE) studies. A time transient external circuit coupled analysis with the phase current waveform defined for all the studied designs by specifying the peak current, conduction period, rise and fall times, calculated from the inductance and drive voltage is used. Quantities evaluated in the FE solution include...
Table I
INPUT GEOMETRIC VARIABLES CONSIDERED IN THE STUDY, AND THEIR RANGES FOR THE INITIAL SCREENING DOE ANALYSIS. THE RANGES UPDATED FROM RESULTS OF THE DOE ANALYSIS AND USED FOR SUBSEQUENT OPTIMIZATION STUDIES ARE ALSO SHOWN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensionless variable</th>
<th>Initial minimum</th>
<th>Initial maximum</th>
<th>Updated minimum</th>
<th>Updated maximum</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Split ratio, ratio of rotor outer diameter (OD) to rotor inner diameter (ks)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator pole arc to pole pitch ratio (kspa)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main stator tooth width to stator pole pitch ratio (ks1)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aux stator tooth width to stator pole pitch ratio (ks2)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main stator tooth tip height to stator outer radius ratio (ktip1)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aux stator tooth tip height to stator outer radius ratio (ktip2)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main stator tooth tip width to stator pole pitch ratio (kwtip1)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aux stator tooth tip width to stator pole pitch ratio (kwtip2)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator back iron width to stator outer radius ratio (kby)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of rotor pole arc at rotor ID to rotor pole pitch (krsa1)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of rotor pole arc at OD to rotor pole pitch (krsa2)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electromagnetic torque, core and copper loss. The active mass is computed from the geometric parameters. Constants in this optimization study are the outer diameter and operating current density. The axial length for each design is modified to ensure that all the studied candidates provide the same torque. An optimization algorithm employing a combination of Design of Experiments (DOE) and differential evolution (DE) is used.

At least two electrical cycles are required to be run for steady state core loss estimation, and accordingly, each simulation study requires four minutes to run. For the case of several hundred candidate designs being analyzed, large computational times are required to complete the optimization study.

The time domain decomposition method (TDM) within ANSYS is employed to reduce the solution time. Conventional FE tools tend to solve time steps sequentially, while in the TDM approach, multiple time steps are processed simultaneously. This approach reduces the computational time by half. In the transient solvers, the TDM model divides the solution time into several subdivisions, and the time steps constituting one solution are solved simultaneously. Each subdivision is solved sequentially, and the solutions obtained at the last time step in the current subdivision are used as initial conditions for the following one. The smaller the number of subdivisions, the larger the number of time steps that are solved simultaneously, and consequently, significant reductions in solution time are obtained. For a computer with a large number of cores, the number of subdivisions can be made very small, and order of magnitude reductions in simulation time are observed [5]. In this study, a 10-core computer was used, and the solution time was reduced to half when TDM was employed.

The number of candidate designs that need to be studied to find an optimum solution if all eleven input designs variables are considered is very large. In some works, screening DOE runs such as fractional factorial and Plackett - Burman are employed to identify which of the input variables have a significant impact on the objectives within the search space [6]–[8]. This paper proposes a methodology in which the DOE approach is used to identify ranges of the input geometric variables that are likely to lead to better performing designs. This narrowing down of the search space would result in a reduced number of computations required to identify the optimum solutions. Differential evolution is then employed over the updated search space.

III. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

The DOE approach was used in this paper to determine the ranges of the independent variables resulting in low mass and loss designs with a view to reducing the computational time for optimization studies with a large number of design variables. The proposed algorithm starts with multiple fractional factorial DOE designs over a wide search space. A narrower search...
Figure 4. Mass versus loss for different designs obtained from (a) the initial screening DOE runs. Designs with very high mass and loss are eliminated from further consideration. (b) Mass versus loss for the “second generation” DOE, with 72-runs and ranges of independent variables derived from the high performing designs of the initial screening DOE and (c) response surface design generated from the DOE. The black asterisk marks the prototype machine.

space is derived from a study of the range of input variables leading to better performing designs in the screening DOE studies as shown in Fig. 3, and Table I. Design of experiments and response surface (RS) with a larger number of runs or DE-based optimization studies can be conducted to identify the best-compromise designs over the updated and narrower search space.

The results of the initial DOE runs are seen in Fig. 4(a). For eleven design variables, 3-separate fractional factorial experiments with a total of 48 initial runs were conducted. It is seen that some combinations of input geometric variables result in designs that produce the target torque but with very large mass and loss. The range of independent variables for optimization studies using DOE/RS and DE was selected from the Pareto front constructed for the designs in Fig. 4(a).

A DOE based study, with 72-designs, capable of identifying the main effects and two-way interactions with the ranges of variables updated to those in Table I was then conducted, and the results are seen in Fig. 4(b). All the designs represented produce the same torque, albeit they require and incur different active masses and losses. A response surface model considering all the main and two-way interaction terms was developed, and is shown for 2048-designs in Fig. 4(c), and the performance of the prototype machine is marked with a filled asterisk. It may be observed from this figure that the prototype motor was designed for a low mass, and loss reductions can be achieved, but at the cost of higher mass. It may be noted that the RS model simply populates the design space using results from the DOE, but does not advance the Pareto front.

IV. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION

Differential Evolution was used to find the optimum design over the updated narrower range found from the DOE approach. The DE included twenty generations, with ten individuals per generation. The stopping criteria used were related to the maximum number of function evaluations, number of generations and variation of objectives from generation to generation. This resulted in a total of 210-candidate designs, and 15-designs on the Pareto front are identified. It is seen that the DE identifies better performing designs as compared with the DOE (Fig. 5). The reason may be that the DE employs 210-evaluations, in addition to the initial 48-DOE screening runs, while the DOE has only 72.

Referring to Fig 5, it may be seen that the Pareto front includes low loss, high mass designs, a central part which contains the best compromise designs, and a horizontal part with machines having the least mass. The 2D cross section of the design which achieves the target torque with minimum loss is seen in Fig. 6(a). One of the low mass designs was selected for prototyping because the intended application is cost sensitive and low mass is preferred. Further, the higher losses also help establish the thermal limitations. The geometric properties of the design selected for prototyping are listed in Table I, and its 2D cross section is seen in Fig. 6(b).

The central part of the Pareto front includes best compromise designs, which meet both objectives of low mass and loss, and the range of input design variables for these designs in seen in Fig. 7. This combination of design parameters would lead to designs that achieve a balance between loss and mass. The performance of the prototype as calculated from FEA is compared with experimental measurements based on lab tests on a dynamometer and results are seen in Fig. 8. A satisfactory agreement between experiments and simulations is observed.

Following the optimization study using DE, a method to systematically compare designs is proposed. This method allots scores and ranks designs based on a directed graph, constructed by representing each design with co-ordinates corresponding to the values of its objective functions as shown in Fig. 9. Arrows in the directed graph point towards designs with smaller co-ordinates. The score of each candidate design is evaluated by taking normalized weighted sums of the scores of other designs. The weight is calculated using the difference between the co-ordinates. This difference, if found to be against the direction of the arrows, leads to the corresponding
V. CONCLUSION

This paper reports on systematic optimization studies for an external rotor segmental rotor switched reluctance motor. Eleven independent input geometric variables are considered, and a combined Design of Experiments and Differential Evolution based method is employed to identify designs that produce the target torque with minimum loss and mass. Larger ranges of the independent variables are employed in the initial DOE runs. The ranges in which high performing designs are likely to lie are identified, and used for subsequent DE and DOE/RS runs. This results in a significantly smaller search space and consequently fewer number of design evaluations runs, and leading to saving in computational time. The DE study also distinguishes the features of high performing designs.
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